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WHO WE ARE
Hydrocarbon Engineering is an independent engineering firm specializing in solving complex issues for the oil and gas industry. We offer engineering services to all sectors of the
hydrocarbon value chain including production, storage, transportation, and hydrocarbon
allocation.
From Gulf of Mexico upstream production to West Texas midstream fractionation plants,
and international LNG transportation, our team has the knowledge of hydrocarbon fluid
fundamentals to help you succeed no matter what your process or product may be.
Our extensive experience falls into five broad categories, production measurement and
allocation, custody transfer oil and gas measurement, process engineering, mechanical
engineering, and civil/structural engineering. We handle crude oil, natural gas, LNG, LPG,
NGL’s, and refined products.
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MISSION
Our mission is to drive innovation in the
oil and gas industry through strategic
technical challenges across the entire
hydrocarbon value chain.

VISION
Our vision is to be an integral part of
the next generation of the oil and gas
industry.
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How we can help

FLOW-CAL

SERVICES | BENEFITS | RESULTS
Production Measurement and Allocation

Professional Engineering Services

Custody Transfer Oil and Gas Measurement

SOX Control Implementation

Operational Procedures Development

Independent Production Allocation Processing

API MPMS Consulting

Measurement Investigations

Work Flow Process Development

Inventory and Gain/Loss System Balancing
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SERVICES

Production Measurement
and Allocation
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Mechanical
Engineering

Civil/Structural
Engineering
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PRODUCTION MEASUREMENT AND ALLOCATION

We strive to be the leading
industry experts in production
measurement and allocation and
have a wealth of knowledge and
experience in many distinctive
working environments. Our team
is not only deeply familiar with
the many existing measurement
and allocation standards but we’re
proactively engaged with shaping
the next steps in our industry’s
knowledge and best practices.
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Our Production Measurement and Allocation Services include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volumetric, mass, component, and energy allocation design
Mass and energy balance assessment
Assessment and development of measurement and allocation
agreements (M&As) and process handling agreements (PHAs)
Development of operational procedures in support of measurement
and allocation requirements
Independent third-party allocation processing
Oil and gas compositional studies, sample phase analysis and validation
Well testing validation and conditioning for process alignment
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software system implementation
Commercial agreements, mergers and acquisition assessment/
development
Assessment and development of commercial agreements and mergers
and acquisitions
Regulatory documentation
Commingling studies for subsea tiebacks and new field production
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CUSTODY TRANSFER OIL AND GAS MEASUREMENT

Hydrocarbon Engineering has
experience in many aspects of
midstream transportation and
processing, including crude oil
quality and sampling, pipeline,
marine, rail car transmission,
terminaling, above and below
ground storage, inventory and loss
control, and crude oil blending
operations.
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Our Custody Transfer Oil and Gas Measurement Services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pipeline balancing
Inventory gain/loss and system balance
Cavern storage and marine measurement
API Manual of Petroleum Measurement Standards support
Crude oil quality
Operations training (measurement, quality)
Commercial connection agreements
Foreign Trade Zone crude oil import/export advising
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PROCESS ENGINEERING

Understanding the phase behaviors
of hydrocarbons is at the core of
what we do and we take great
pride in our breadth of knowledge
and experience. With our strong
emphasis on both fluid physics and
process system design, our team
is able to provide best in class
solutions for the most complex
engineering challenges across the
hydrocarbon value chain.
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Our Process Engineering Services include:
•
•
•
•
•

Process simulation modeling (PSM)
Phase behavior modelling
Live fluids sample validation
Emission, fuel, flare studies, calculations and investigations
Crude oil pipeline specification - Reid Vapor Pressure and True Vapor
Pressure determination (RVP, TVP)
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Mechanical system design requires
the expertise to balance purpose,
cost, and efficiency. Our team
has the experience in mechanical
design to understand your
challenges and constraints. Our
goal is always to find the solutions
that purpose fit your needs.
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Our Mechanical Engineering Services include:
•
•
•
•
•

Cavern and pipeline hydraulics, steady state and transient analysis
Conceptual and Front-End Engineering (FEED) design of compressor,
pump and piping systems
Thermal analysis for heat exchangers and pipe stress
Treating and dehydration for gas and liquid products
Rotating equipment design
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CIVIL/STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

Hydrocarbon Engineering has the
capacity and experitse to provide
civil and structural engineering
solutions, from deck extensions
on offshore platforms to pipeline
support structures and foundations
to multi-level steel support
vessels, equipment, and personnel
structures in refineries.

Our Civil/Structural Engineering Services include:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Platform module and deck designs
Structural modification designs
o Boat landing
o Heliport
o Vent boom
o Stairway and access platforms
Foundation/Framing design
o Shallow and deep foundation design
o Multi-level vessel support structures
o Architectural/Structural building design
o Access structures
o Piperack
o Pump
o Crane
o Tank
Containment design – berms, retaining walls, liners
Grading and drainage design
3rd Party reviews and CVAs
Structural modifications/reinforcement
Field inspection/damage assessment & analysis
Material handling/rigging design
Permitting support
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SOFTWARE EXPERTISE

Having the right tool for the job
is important, but understanding
how to use it is crucial. In solving
a wide array of challenges in the
engineering industry our team has
developed expertise in a number
of enterprise software solutions.

Software solutions include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Process Simulation Modeling – HYSYS, UNISIM
FlowCal Enterprise Software
Process Information Systems - PI
CAD, Solid Modeling
Enterprise Resource Systems
o Enertia
o Energy Components
o Enterprise Upstream
SCADA SYSTEMS
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CONTACT

www.hcengr.com
3500 N. Causeway Boulevard, Suite 1100
Metairie, Louisiana 70002
877-HYDROCARBON
877-493-7622

